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Yukio Mishima
Riding Home
Twelve Years a Slave
Edwards contends that Afghanistan's troubles derive less from foreign forces and the ideological divisions between groups
than they do from the moral incoherence of Afghanistan itself.

Wilderness on the Rocks
"When war comes, you look for certain special qualities in the people you'll be working with. General Tom Franks embodies
those qualities: strength, experience, a keen mind, energy, honor, good humor, and a deep loyalty to his troops and to his
country. "Tom Franks is truly a soldier's soldier." -- Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld The Commander in Chief of the
United States Central Command from July 2000 through July 2003, General Tommy Franks made history by leading
American and Coalition forces to victory in Afghanistan and Iraq -- the decisive battles that launched the war on terrorism.
In this riveting memoir, General Franks retraces his journey from a small-town boyhood in Oklahoma and Midland, Texas,
through a lifetime of military service -- including his heroic tour as an Artillery officer in Vietnam, where he was wounded
three times. A reform-minded Cold War commander and a shrewd tactician during Operation Desert Storm, Franks took
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command of CENTCOM at the dawn of what he calls a "crease in history" -- becoming the senior American military officer in
the most dangerous region on earth. Now, drawing on his own recollections and military records declassified for this book,
Franks offers the first true insider's account of the war on terrorism that has changed the world since September 11, 2001.
He puts you in the Operations Center for the launch of Operation Enduring Freedom just weeks after 9/11, capturing its
uncertain early days and the historic victory that followed. He traces his relationship with the demanding Donald Rumsfeld,
as early tensions over the pace of the campaign gave way to a strong and friendly collaboration. When President Bush
focused world attention on the threat of Iraq, Franks seized the moment to implement a bold new vision of joint warfare in
planning Operation Iraqi Freedom. Rejecting Desert Storm–style massive troop deployment in favor of flexibility and speed,
Franks was questioned by the defense establishment -- including Secretary of State Colin Powell. Yet his vision was proven
on the ground: Within three weeks, Baghdad had fallen. American Soldier is filled with revelation. Franks describes the
covert diplomacy that helped him secure international cooperation for the war, and reveals the role of foreign leaders -- and
a critical double agent code-named "April Fool" -- in the most successful military deception since D-Day in 1944. He speaks
frankly of intelligence shortcomings that endangered our troops, and of the credible WMD threats -- including eleventh-hour
warnings from Arab leaders -- that influenced every planning decision. He offers an unvarnished portrait of the "disruptive
and divisive" Washington bureaucracy, and a candid assessment of the war's aftermath. Yet in the end, as American Soldier
demonstrates, the battles in Afghanistan and Iraq remain heroic victories -- wars of liberation won by troops whose valor
was "unequalled," Franks writes, "by anything in the annals of war." Few individuals have the chance to contribute so much
of themselves to the American story as General Tommy Franks. In American Soldier, he captures it all.

Ecodefense
This cynical and immensely entertaining book describes the scanner world, the people in it, the equipment they use, and
how they acquire and tune in to the "secret" frequencies.

How to Be Invisible
For most of us, privacy means an unlisted telephone number. But what about your Social Security number? Your credit card
numbers? Your bank account statements? Your personal health data? You may think this information is also secure, but if
you've ever ordered anything over the Internet, or if your credit card is on file at the local video store just in case you never
return that copy of Titanic, or if you throw out bank statements without shredding them, then this information is now in the
public domain and can easily be discovered and used against you by a private eye, a computer hacker, or even a vengeful
neighbor or former lover. Once people gain control of even a shred of your personal information, they can gain control of
your life. They can transform this information into access to your assets, your loved ones, even your identity. And once your
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privacy is gone, there's very little you can do to get it back. J. J. Luna, a highly trained and experienced security consultant,
can show you how to achieve the privacy you crave, whether you just want to shield yourself from casual scrutiny or take
your life savings and disappear without a trace. He reveals the shocking secrets that private detectives use to uncover
information, and then shows you how to safeguard against them. Filled with vivid real-life stories drawn from the headlines
and from Luna's own consulting experience, How to Be Invisible is the essential guide to preserving your personal security.
Privacy is commonly lamented as the first casualty of the Information Age-- but that doesn't mean you have to stand for it.

Commander the Gander
How to Be Invisible
Riding Home:The Power of Horses to Heal, Horse Nation's must read book of 2016, is the first and only book to scientifically
and experientially explain why horses have the extraordinary ability to emotionally transform the lives of thousands of men,
women and children, whether they are horse lovers, or suffering from deep psychological wounds. It is a book for anyone
who wants to experience the joy, wonder, self-awareness and peace of mind that comes from creating a horse/human
relationship, and it puts forth and clarifies the principles of today's Natural Horsemanship (or what was once referred to as
"Horse Whispering") Everyone knows someone who needs help: a husband, a wife, a partner, a child, a friend, a troubled
teenager, a war veteran with PTSD, someone with autism, an addiction, anyone in emotional pain or who has lost their way.
Riding Home provides riveting examples of how Equine Therapy has become one of today's most effective cutting-edge
methods of healing. Horses help us discover hidden parts of ourselves, whether we're seven or seventy. They model
relationships that demonstrate acceptance, kindness, honesty, tolerance, patience, justice, compassion, and forgiveness.
Horses cause all of us to become better people, better parents, better partners, and better friends. A horse can be our
greatest teacher, for horses have no egos, they never lie, they're never wrong and they manifest unparalleled compassion.
It is this amazing power of horses to heal and teach us about ourselves that is accessible to anyone and found in the pages
of Tim Hayes's Riding Home. The information and lists of therapeutic and non-therapeutic equine programs, which are
contained in the book, are also available at the book's website.

Building Successful HF Antennas
Adjusting any antenna, home-made or commercial, making sure that it's working with maximum efficiency.

And the Sea Will Tell
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"Grips you by the throat from beginning to end."—Cleveland Plain Dealer ALONE WITH HER NEW HUSBAND on a tiny Pacific
atoll, a young woman, combing the beach, finds an odd aluminum container washed up out of the lagoon, and beside it on
the sand something glitters: a gold tooth in a scorched human skull. The investigation that follows uncovers an
extraordinarily complex and puzzling true-crime story. Only Vincent Bugliosi, who recounted his successful prosecution of
mass murderer Charles Manson in the bestseller Helter Skelter, was able to draw together the hundreds of conflicting
details of the mystery and reconstruct what really happened when four people found hell in a tropical paradise. And the Sea
Will Tell reconstructs the events and subsequent trial of a riveting true murder mystery, and probes into the dark heart of a
serpentine scenario of death.

Protecting Your Life, Home, and Property
A collection of over seventy Gertrude and Heathcliffe jokes with directions by the author-pantomime artist on how to imitate
a seagull when telling them.

Land Use and Society, Third Edition
Radio amateurs and short-wave listeners all want to achieve the very best from their HF and VHF equipment. Receivers and
transmitters are available to professional standards, but very few people have the real estate to erect the sort of antenna
used by a commercial radio station. Antenna guru Peter Dodd explains how, by using a variety of simple techniques, it is
possible to achieve very high performance from a compact antenna. Also detailed is how to make an antenna efficient on
several bands at once. The book covers end-fed and centre-fed antennas, rotary beams, loops, tuning units, VHF/UHF
antennas, antenna and mast construction, transmission lines, and how to estimate and measure the performance of your
antenna. Whether you have a house, bungalow or apartment, Backyard Antennas will help you find the solution to radiating
a good signal on your favourite band.

The Smell of Kerosene
The Smell of Kerosene tells the dramatic story of a NASA research pilot who logged over 11,000 flight hours in more than
125 types of aircraft. Donald Mallick gives the reader fascinating firsthand descriptions of his early naval flight training,
carrier operations, and his research flying career with NASA and its predecessor agency, the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics (NACA).

Passport to World Band Radio
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"Explains what makes an effective HF antenna, how to build one and how to measure its performance. The book deals with
real locations, such as small gardens, apartment blocks, lofts, etc. and how to obtain optimum performance within the
constraints of your location"--Publisher's description.

Backyard Antennas
Explains how to tune in news and entertainment from countries around the world, rates various world band radios, and
provides a detailed broadcasting schedule

Measures for Research and Evaluation in the English Language Arts
The author recounts his experiences raising Commander, the hybrid goose he rescued from the Brownsville, Texas Zoo.

Clerk
A motley crew of saboteurs wreak outrageous havoc on the corporations destroying America’s Western wilderness in this
classic, comic extravaganza. When George Washington Hayduke III returns home from war in the jungles of Southeast Asia,
he finds the unspoiled West he once knew has been transformed. The pristine lands and waterways are being strip mined,
dammed up, and paved over by greedy government hacks and their corrupt corporate coconspirators. And the manic, beerguzzling, rabidly antisocial ex-Green Beret isn’t just getting mad. Hayduke plans to get even. Together with a radical
feminist from the Bronx; a wealthy, billboard-torching libertarian MD; and a disgraced Mormon polygamist, Hayduke’s ready
to stick it to the Man in the most creative ways imaginable. By the time they’re done, there won’t be a bridge left standing,
a dam unblown, or a bulldozer unmolested from Arizona to Utah. Edward Abbey’s most popular novel, The Monkey Wrench
Gang is an outrageous romp with ultra-serious undertones that is as relevant today as it was in the early days of the
environmental movement. The author who Larry McMurtry (Lonesome Dove) once dubbed “The Thoreau of the American
West” has written a true comedic classic with brains, heart, and soul that more than justifies the call from the Los Angeles
Times Book Review that we should all “praise the earth for Edward Abbey!”

The Ultimate Scanner
If you're looking for construction projects for QRP transmitters, receivers and accessories, look no further. Experience firsthand the thrill of making contacts using equipment that you built!
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Old Radio Sets
The Antenna Experimenter's Guide
Now a major motion picture nominated for nine Academy Awards. Narrative of Solomon Northup, a Citizen of New-York,
Kidnapped in Washington City in 1841, and Rescued in 1853. Twelve Years a Slave by Solomon Northup is a memoir of a
black man who was born free in New York state but kidnapped, sold into slavery and kept in bondage for 12 years in
Louisiana before the American Civil War. He provided details of slave markets in Washington, DC, as well as describing at
length cotton cultivation on major plantations in Louisiana.

Digital Interfacing with an Analog World
The radio has been part of home entertainment for over 75 years and generations of listeners have enjoyed their favorite
music or programmes, or sat enthralled as an historic event unfolded through the radio's loudspeakers. This book explores
the development of the radio from the late Victorian era until the late 1960s, including photographs of rare and unusual
styles. A surprising number of early radios have survived to this day, some of which were made before broadcasting was
introduced in the early 1920s, and the author discusses these old sets as well as the different and improving models over
the years.

The Monkey Wrench Gang
The intersection between geography and law is a critical yet often overlooked element of land-use decisions, with a
widespread impact on how societies use the land, water, and biodiversity around them. Land Use and Society, Third Edition
is a clear and compelling guide to the role of law in shaping patterns of land use and environmental management. Originally
published in 1996 and revised in 2004, this third edition has been updated with data from the 2010 U.S. Census and revised
with the input of academics and professors to address the changing issues in land use, policy, and law today. Land Use and
Society, Third Edition retains the historical approach of the original text while providing a more concise and topical survey
of the evolution of urban land use regulation, from Europe in the Middle Ages through the present day United States.
Rutherford Platt examines the “nuts and bolts” of land use decision-making in the present day and analyzes key players,
including private landowners, local and national governments, and the courts. This third edition is enhanced by a discussion
of the current trends and issues in land use, from urban renewal and demographic shifts in cities to the growing influence of
local governance in land use management. Land Use and Society, Third Edition is a vital resource for any student seeking to
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understand the intersection between law, politics, and the natural world. While Platt examines specific rules, doctrines, and
practices from an American context, an understanding of the role of law in shaping land use decisions will prove vital for
students, policymakers, and land use managers around the world.

Informal Reading Inventories
What would you do if you thought you were being bugged? How would you defend yourself? How would you even know
about it? If you've pondered these questions, and especially if you haven't, you need to read this book. It was written to tell
you, the average Joe, everything there is to know about tiny hidden transmitters that can broadcast your personal and
business conversations to spies, government agents . . . even the next-door neighbors. Find out how these devices work,
how effective they are, how to find them and deal with them and how to use this technology in your own self-defense if
necessary. Includes scores of ideas and resources for protecting the privacy of landline, cellular and cordless telephones, as
well as pagers, fax machines and computers, plus phone phreaking terms and tricks and, as one reviewer put it, true tales
of the Biz that "will spook you . . . and a few that will make you laugh."

Gertrude and Heathcliffe
What's the Ultimate Scanner? A radio receiver with wires, dials, knobs, switches and meters that were never on the
manufacturer's plans? A discipline that leads into the next generation el scanning? A way to have it all: to cover all the
bands, all the channels and miss nothing but what you choose to exclude? A system that gives you total control over
everything that comes out of your speaker? It's this book, which describes the emergence of the scanning hobby into the
information and computing era, where automation adds fun, channels and functionality to radio monitoring.

The Digital Novice
American Soldier
Heroes of the Age
"Fascinating a regular field manual meticulously researched and very entertaining." --G. Gordon Liddy A thoroughly revised
and updated edition of the essential guide to preserving your personal security From cyberspace to crawl spaces, new
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innovations in information gathering have left the private life of the average person open to scrutiny, and worse,
exploitation. In this thoroughly updated third edition of his immensely popular guide How to Be Invisible, J.J. Luna shows you
how to protect your home address, hide your ownership of vehicles and real estate, use pagers with dumbphones, switch to
low-profile banking and invisible money transfers, use alternate signatures, and how to secretly run a home-based business.
J.J. Luna is an expert and highly trained security consultant with years of experience protecting himself, his family, and his
clients. Using real life stories and his own consulting experience, J.J. Luna divulges legal methods to attain the privacy you
crave and deserve, whether you want to shield yourself from casual scrutiny or take your life savings with you and
disappear without a trace. Whatever your needs, Luna reveals the shocking secrets that private detectives and other
seekers of personal information use to uncover information and then shows how to make a serious commitment to
safeguarding yourself. There is a prevailing sense in our society that true privacy is a thing of the past. In a world where
privacy concerns that only continue to grow in magnitude, How to Be Invisible, Third Edition is a critical antidote to the
spread of new and more efficient ways of undermining our personal security. Privacy is a commonly-lamented casualty of
the Information Age and of the world's changing climate--but that doesn't mean you have to stand for it. This new edition of
J. J. Luna's classic manual contains step-by-step advice on building and maintaining your personal security, including brand
new chapters on: - The dangers from Facebook, smartphones, and facial recognition - How to locate a nominee (or proxy)
you can trust - The art of pretexting, aka social engineering - Moving to Baja California Sur; San Miguel de Allende,
Guanajuato; Cuenca, Ecuador; or Spain's Canary Islands - The secrets of international privacy, and much more!

Honda XL/XR 500-600 1979-1990
Ionospheric propagation, structure of the ionosphere, ionospheric variations, maximum usable frequency, lowest usable
frequency, ionospheric disturbances, radio storms, sunspot cycle, radio propagation predictions, ionospheric forecast,
unusual HF and VHF ionospheric propagation, auroral ionization, meteor ionization, scatter.

The Shortwave Propagation Handbook
We as individuals can take steps and use strategies to keep ourselves, our loved ones, and our possessions safe from harm.
Though the news today is filled with reports of ever more shocking crimes and frightening statistics, we need not be
paralyzed by fear. This invaluable book gives you the privileged wisdom only a seasoned police officer possesses. Drawing
on his twenty-five years of experience on the Indianapolis police force, Captain Snow provides us with the inside scoop on a
wide variety of crimes. As Captain Snow shows, there is a great deal that we can do to protect ourselves from becoming
victims of crime in the first place. Based on interviews with detectives across the country and on surveys and interviews
with the criminals themselves, he explains the signs we unwittingly give off that make ourselves, our possessions, and our
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homes appealing targets to criminals. Captain Snow addresses the most essential questions for our security. As Captain
Snow stresses, a bit of caution can go a long way - and knowing when and what to be on the lookout for can make the
difference between safety and becoming another crime statistic.

The Bug Book
XL500S (1979-1981), XL500R (1982), XR500 (1979-1980), XR500R (1981-1984), XL600R (1983-1987), XR600R (1985-1990)

Confessions of an Eco-Warrior
A Prey to Murder is the fourth mystery novel featuring George and Molly Palmer-Jones by Ann Cleeves, author of the
Shetland and Vera Stanhope crime series. The huge and powerful hawk dominated the scene. Its talons pierced the
woman’s flesh and the beak pointed towards her eyes . . . The sight is a particularly horrible shock for George Palmer-Jones,
ornithologist and amateur detective, as he was an old friend of the victim Eleanor Masefield. George and his wife Molly are
staying at Eleanor’s family run hotel, and whilst George believed Eleanor was a beautiful and charming widow, Molly has
other ideas. Is Molly a little jealous? Or was Eleanor more a black widow – a ruthless manipulator of all those caught in her
far-reaching web? Can Molly prove it in time to prevent another death?

How to Be Invisible
From cyberspace to crawl spaces, new innovations in information gathering have left the private life of the average person
open to scrutiny, and worse, exploitation. In this thoroughly revised update of his immensely popular guide How to Be
Invisible, J.J. Luna shows you how to protect yourself from these information predators by securing your vehicle and real
estate ownership, your bank accounts, your business dealings, your computer files, your home address, and more. J.J. Luna,
a highly trained and experienced security consultant, shows you how to achieve the privacy you crave and deserve,
whether you just want to shield yourself from casual scrutiny or take your life savings with you and disappearing without a
trace. Whatever your needs, Luna reveals the shocking secrets that private detectives and other seekers of personal
information use to uncover information and then shows how to make a serious commitment to safeguarding yourself. There
is a prevailing sense in our society that true privacy is a thing of the past. Filled with vivid real life stories drawn from the
headlines and from Luna's own consulting experience, How to Be Invisible, Revised Edition is a critical antidote to the
privacy concerns that continue only to grow in magnitude as new and more efficient ways of undermining our personal
security are made available. Privacy is a commonly-lamented casualty of the Information Age and of the world's changing
climate-but that doesn't mean you have to stand for it.
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W1FB's QRP Notebook
Notebook Large Size 8.5 x 11 Ruled 150 Pages Softcover

Scanners And Secret Frequencies
A book that will set the course for the environmental movement for years to come, Confessions of an Eco-Warrior is an
inspiring ecological call to arms by America's foremost and most controversial environmental activist. "Rude and brilliant.
Read it and you will see the future".--William Kittredge.

A Prey to Murder
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